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About This Game

Batch 17 is a 3rd person shooter that puts you in the shoes of a clone soldier fighting for the ISI Corporation. Stirred from your
long slumber in a stasis chamber, you ar 5d3b920ae0
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It's early. Like, early early. Like unplayable, no direction, can't access options menu, raw scraps off the cutting room floor early.
Here's a blatant lie from the developer on the Steam Early access description: u201cBatch 17 is very near feature completion,
and the three additional worlds which consist of the remainder of the work have already been completed and are now being
polished. We anticipate this process taking 2-3 months.u201d After a series of 'a little too early for early access' games coming
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out lately, this one really takes the cake and feels not only incomplete beyond what's reasonable, but plain old insulting to the
consumer.. i really like this game and the dev team 7 months had passed since i last played this game it has improved so much
since then from havng one map to play there is a training level and then a world with bigger badder enermies a sniper rifle to
mess around with the quest the story its all coming along really nicely cant wait to see the next big patch every few days they are
putting out hot fixes and asking there community for ideas would so reccomend this to all my friends. So far i am loving this
game. It shows great potental and just what a small Dev team can do. The community is also great . I enjoyed testing threw the
Beta and i will continue to enjoy batch 17 as it progresses threw early access and beyond! Keep up the good work guys.
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